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Abstract. In this paper we provide an introduction to the field of Bibliometrics.
In particular, first we briefly describe its beginning and its evolution; we mention
the main research fora as well. Further we categorize metrics according to their
entity scope: metrics for journals, conferences and authors. Several rankings have
appeared based on such metrics. It is argued that these metrics and rankings should
be treated with caution, in a light relative way and not in an absolute manner.
Primarily, it is the human expertise that can rigorously evaluate the above entities.
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1 Introduction

The term “Bibliometrics” has been proposed by Alan Pritchard in 1969 [50]. According
to Wikipedia, “Bibliometrics is statistical analysis of written publications, such as books
or articles” [7]. A relevant field is “Scientometrics”, a term coined by Vasily Nalimov
in 1969 [45]. According to Wikipedia, “Scientometrics is the study of measuring and
analysing science, technology and innovation” [53]. Finally, “Citation analysis” is a
fundamental tool for Bibliometrics and deals with the “examination of the frequency,
patterns, and graphs of citations in documents” [14].

A milestone in the development of the field of Bibliometrics was the introduction of
the “Journal Impact Factor” (IF) by Eugene Garfield in 1955 [25]. Garfield founded
the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) in 1964, which published the Science Cita‐
tion Index and the Social Science Citation Index. ISI was acquired by Thomson Reuters
in 1992.

For about four decades IF was the standard tool for academic evaluations. Despite
the fact that it was proposed as a metric to evaluate journals’ impact, it was used as a
criterion to evaluate the quality of scholarly work by academicians and researchers as
well. It was only in 2005 that Jorge Hirsch, a physicist, proposed the h-index as a simple
and single number to evaluate the production and the impact of a researcher’s work [32].
During the last 10–15 years the field has flourished and significant research has appeared
in competitive journals and conferences.
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Based on these metrics, several rankings have appeared in the web, e.g., for journals,
conferences and authors. On the other hand, university rankings appear in popular
newspapers; actually, they are the beloved topic of journalists and politicians. University
rankings are commercial artifacts of little scientific merit as they are based on arbitrary
metrics (like the ones previously mentioned) and on other unjustified subjective criteria.

The purpose of this position paper is to explain that these metrics and rankings should
be used with great skepticism. To a great extent, they shed light only to some particular
facets of the entity in question (be it a journal, an author etc.); moreover, they are often
contradictory to each other. The suggestion is to use this information with caution and
pass it through an expert’s filtration to come up with a scientific and objective evaluation.

The rest of the paper has the following structure. In the next section we provide more
information about the Bibliometric/Scientometric community. Then, we introduce and
annotate several metric notions for the evaluation of journals, conferences and authors.
In Sect. 4 we mention assorted rankings and pinpoint their contradictions, limitations
and fallacies. We devote Sect. 5 to discussing university rankings. Section 6 focuses on
a recent negative phenomenon, that of selling publications or citations. In the last section
we introduce the Leiden manifesto, an article that tries to put academic evaluations in
an academic (not commercial, not mechanistic) framework. In addition, we introduce
the main parts of the DORA report, and finally we state the morals of our analysis.

This paper is based on an earlier look on these topics [43]. In particular, the main
augmentation parts in the current paper are the following ones: metrics by the Nature
publishing group (Subsect. 3.3), moving ahead with citation-based metrics
(Subsect. 3.6), altmetrics (Subsect. 3.7), science for sale (Sect. 6), and a large part of the
final discussion (Sect. 7).

2 The Bibliometrics Community

During the last two decades a new research community was formed focusing on biblio‐
metric and scientometric issues.

The research output of this community appears in specialized journals and confer‐
ences. In particular we note the following journals: (i) Journal of the Association for
Information Science and Technology published by Wiley, (ii) Scientometrics by
Springer, (iii) Journal of Informetrics by Elsevier, (iv) COLLNET Journal of Sciento‐
metrics and Information Management by Taylor and Francis, (v) Research Evaluation
by Oxford Journals. Other less established outlets include: (i) Journal of Data and Infor‐
mation Science – formerly, Chinese Journal of Library and Information Science, (ii)
Frontiers in Research Metrics and Analytics by Frontiers, (iii) Journal of Scientometric
Research by Phcog.Net, (iv) Cybermetrics published by CINDOC and CSIC organiza‐
tions in Spain, and (v) ISSI Newsletter by the ISSI society.

Two major annual conferences are running for more than a decade. For example, the
International Conference of the International Society for Scientometrics and Informet‐
rics (ISSI) is organizing its 16th event at Yuhan/China in October 2017, whereas the
12th International Conference on Webometrics, Informetrics, and Scientometrics (WIS)
of the COLLNET community has been organized in December 2016 at Nancy/France.
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In addition, assorted papers appear in other major outlets related to Artificial Intelli‐
gence, Data Mining, Information Retrieval, Software and Systems, Web Information
Systems, etc.

Notably, there are several major databases with bibliographic data. Among others
we mention: Google Scholar [28] and the tool Publish or Perish [51], which runs on top
of Google Scholar, MAS (Microsoft Academic Search) [44], Scopus [55] by Elsevier
and Web of Science [68] (previous known as ISI Web of Knowledge) by Thomson
Reuters and DBLP (Data Bases and Logic Programming) [19] by the University of Trier.

3 The Spectrum of Metrics

3.1 Impact Factor

As mentioned earlier, IF is the first proposed metric aiming at evaluating the impact of
journals. For a particular year and a particular journal, its IF is the average number of
citations calculated for all the papers that appeared in this journal during the previous 2
years. More specifically, this is the 2-years IF as opposed to the 5-years IF, which has
been proposed relatively recently as a more stable variant.

IF is a very simple and easily understood notion; it created a business, motivated
researchers and publishers and was useful for academicians and librarians. However, IF
has been criticized for several deficiencies. For instance,

• it is based mostly on journals in English,
• it considers only a fraction of the huge set of peer-reviewed journals,
• it did not take into account (until recently) conference proceedings, which play an

important role in scholar communication in computer science for example,
• it fails to compare journals across disciplines,
• it is controlled by a private institution and not by a democratically formed scientific

committee, etc.

On top of these remarks, studies suggest that citations are not clean and therefore
the whole structure is weak [42]. Also, a recent book illustrates a huge number of flaws
encountered in IF measurements [62].

IF can be easily manipulated by the journal’s editors-in-chief, who are under pressure
in the competitive journal market. For example, the editors-in-chief:

• may ask from authors to add extra references of the same journal,
• may invite/accept surveys as these articles attract more citations that regular papers,

or
• may prefer to publish articles that seem to be well cited in the future.

Proposals to fight against IF’s manipulation, include the Reliability IF (RIF) [39], which
considers citation and the length of impact.

There is yet another very strong voice against the over-estimation of IF. Philip
Campbell, Editor-in-Chief of the prestigious Nature journal, discovered that few papers
make the difference and increase the IF of a specific journal. For example, the IF value
of Nature for the year 2004 was 32.2. When Campbell analyzed Nature papers over the
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relevant period (i.e., 2002–2003), he found that 89% of the impact factor was generated
by just 25% of the papers [12]. This is yet another argument against the use of IF to
evaluate authors. That is, an author should not be proud just because he published an
article in a journal with high IF; on the contrary he should be proud if his paper indeed
contributed in this high IF value. However, it is well known that the distribution of the
number of citations per paper is exponential [29]; therefore, most probably the number
of citations of a paper per year will be less than half of the IF value.

In this category another score can be assigned: the Eigenfactor developed by Jevin West
and Carl Bergstrom of the University of Washington [6]. As mentioned in Wikipedia: “The
Eigenfactor score is influenced by the size of the journal, so that the score doubles when the
journal doubles in size” [24]. Also, Eigenfactor score has been extended to evaluate the
impact at the author’s level.

More sophisticated metrics have been proposed, not only for reasons of elegance but
also in the course of commercial competition as well.

3.2 Metrics by Elsevier Scopus

It is well-known that IF values range significantly from one field to another. There are
differences in citation practices, in the lag time between publication and its future citation
and in the particular focus of digital libraries. It has been reported that “the field of
Mathematics has a weighted impact factor of IF = 0.56, whereas Molecular and Cell
Biology has a weighted impact factor of 4.76 - an eight-fold difference” [4].

Scopus, the bibliometric research branch of Elsevier uses two important new metrics:
SNIP (Source Normalized Impact per Paper) [59] and SJR (Scimago Journal Rank) [54].
Both take into account two important parameters.

SNIP has been proposed by the Leiden University Centre for Science and Tech‐
nology Studies (CWTS) based on the Scopus database. According to SNIP citations are
normalized by field to eliminate variations; IFs are high in certain fields and low in
others. SNIP is a much more reliable indicator than the IF for comparing journals among
disciplines. It is also less open to manipulation. Therefore, normalization is applied to
put things in a relative framework and facilitate the comparison of journals of different
fields.

On the other hand, SJR has been proposed by the SCImago research group from
Consejo SCImago research group from the Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas
(CSIC), University of Granada, Extremadura, Carlos III (Madrid) and Alcalá de Henares.
SJR indicates which journals are more likely to have articles cited by prestigious journals,
not simply which journals are cited the most, adopting a reasoning similar to that of
Pagerank’s algorithm [11].

On December 8th 2016, Elsevier launched the CiteScore index to assess the quality
of academic journals. It is very similar to IF, i.e., to score any journal in any given year,
both tot up the citations received to documents that were published in previous years,
and divide that by the total number of documents. However, CiteScore incorporates two
major differences that results in quite diverse rankings with respect to those produced
by the traditional IF; firstly it considers the “items” published during the last three years
(instead of the last two years considered by IF), and secondly, CiteScore counts all
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documents as potentially citable, including editorials, letters to the editor, corrections
and news items [65]. Despite the simplicity of the differences, they may make a huge
difference in rankings. For instance, it has been observed that mathematics articles are
slow in acquiring citations (it takes around five years to build up their counters). Also,
including more items, especially those that are less cited, may have an adverse effect on
the average. For instance, The Lancet, gets a 44 in IF, but a 7.7 in CiteScore, thus it is
outside the top-200 in CiteScore.

These metrics have been put into practice as the reader can verify by visiting websites
of journals published by Elsevier.

3.3 Metrics by the Nature Publishing Group

The Nature Publishing Group, publisher of some of the top-quality journals in various
fields, made its entrance in the world of metrics in 2014 by introducing the Nature index
[47]. Nature Index maintains a collection of author affiliations collected from articles
published in a selected group of 68 high-quality scientific journals. This collection is
aggregated and maintained by Nature Research. The Nature Index provides a proxy for
high-quality research at the institutional, national and regional level. The Nature Index
is updated monthly, and a 12-month rolling window of data is openly available.

There are three measures provided by the Nature Index. The Article Count (AC) is
the simplest of them; we say that a country or institution has AC equal to 1, if the country
or institution has one scientist that (co-)authored one article. Thus, with AC the same
article can contribute to multiple countries or institutions. To remove this effect, the
Nature Index provides the second measure, namely the Fractional Count (FC). The total
FC per article is 1, and it is split equally among the co-authors; if some authors have
multiple affiliations, then the share is split equally among them. Finally, the Weighted
Fractional Count (WFC) applies a weighting scheme to properly adjust the FC to the
overrepresentation of articles from astronomy and astrophysics, because the four jour‐
nals (out of the 68) in these disciplines account for about 50% of all the articles in the
journals of these fields.

Various objections concern the validity of the Nature Index, such the identity and
the way the 68 journals were selected, the citation counting per author, and the weighting
scheme, and so on. Nevertheless, this index carries the authoritativeness of its promoter.

3.4 Metrics for Conferences

Conferences are not treated in a uniform way from one discipline to another and even from
subfield to subfield. For example, there are conferences where only abstracts are submitted,
accepted and published in a booklet, whereas there are other conferences where full papers
are submitted and reviewed by ~3 referees in the same manner as journals. Apparently, the
latter articles can be treated as first class publications, in particular if the acceptance ratio is
as high as 1 out 5, or 1 out of 10 as it happens in several prestigious conferences (such as
WWW, SIGMOD, SIGKDD, VLDB, IJCAI, etc.).

Thus, an easy metric to evaluate the quality of a conference is the acceptance ratio
(i.e. number of accepted vs. number of submitted papers). Several publishing houses
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(e.g. Springer) specify that the acceptance ratio should be <33%. It is a common practice
to report such numbers in the foreword of conference proceedings.

Several websites collect data about the acceptance ratios of conferences of several
fields such as Theoretical CS, Computer Networks, Software Engineering etc. [1–3]. In
general, there is a trend towards events with stricter acceptance policies. The humoristic
study of [18] seriously deconstructs such approaches.

Apart from the acceptance ratio, an effort to quantify the impact of conferences has
been first initiated by Citeseer, a website and service co-created by Lee Giles, Steve
Lawrence and Kurt Bollacker at NEC Research Institute [26]. In particular, using its
own datasets Citeseer calculates the IF of a rich set journals and conferences in a unique
list. Nowadays, Citeseer is partially maintained by Lee Giles at the Pennsylvania State
University [15]; practically, it has been surpassed by Google Scholar.

3.5 Metrics for Authors

In 1985, Jorge Hirsch, a physicist at UCSD, invented the notion of the h-index [32].
According to Wikipedia: “a scholar with an index of h has published h papers each of
which has been cited in other papers at least h times” [34]. Thus, the h-index illustrates
both the production and the impact of a researcher’s work. It is not just a single number
but a 2-dimensional number. h-index was a breakthrough; it was a brand new notion
that broke the monopoly of IF in academic evaluations.

A propos, it came up that the h-index was just a re-invention of a similar metric.
Arthur Eddington, an English astronomer, physicist, and mathematician of the early
20th century, was an enthusiastic bicycler. In the context of cycling, Eddington’s number
is the maximum number E such that the cyclist has cycled E miles on E days. Eddington’s
own E-number was 84 [22].

Although a breakthrough notion, the h-index received some criticism when it was
put in practice. In particular, the following issues were brought up:

• it does not consider peculiarities of each specific field,
• it does not consider the order of an author in the list of authors,
• it has a reduced discriminative power as it is an integer number,
• it can be manipulated with self-citations, which cannot be revealed in Google Scholar,
• it has a correlation with the number of the author’s publications,
• it constantly increases with time and cannot show the progress or stagnation of an

author.

Soon after the invention of the h-index, the field of Bibliometrics flourished and a lot of
variants were proposed. The following is only a partial list: g-index, a-index, h(2)-index, hg-
index, q2-index, r-index, ar-index, m-quotient, k-index, f-index, m-index, hw-index, hm-
index, hrat-index, v-index, e-index, π-index, RC-index, CC-index, ch-index, n-index, p-
index, w-index, and so on and so forth [35]. The present author’s team proposed the
following 3 variants: contemporary h-index, trend h-index, normalized h-index [57]. After
this flood of variants, several such studies were reported aiming at analyzing, comparing and
categorizing the multiplicity of indicators [8, 10, 69, 70]. Two interesting studies are [48,
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64], where h-index is criticized as easily manipulated by authors in an effort to improve
their metrics.

In passing, there have been efforts in studying and devising metrics for the whole
citation curve of the works by an author, as a metric supplementary to the h-index. In
this direction, we proposed two new metrics: the perfectionism index [58] and the fractal
dimension [27] to penalize long tails and to dissuade authors from writing papers of low
value.

The books by Nikolay Vitanov [67] and Roberto Todeschini, Alberto Baccini [61]
give extensive insight into these metrics for authors. In addition, in Publish or Perish
[51], a website (maintained by Harzing) and book [30], the most common of these
variants have been implemented. Finally, Matlab includes several such implementations
as well.

3.6 Moving Ahead with Citation-Based Metrics

One of the major obstacles, for any citation-based metric is the radically different citation
patterns from discipline to disciple, which causes problems in comparing journals,
persons from different disciplines, and calls for an effective normalization method. To
alleviate this problem, the Relative Citation Ratio (RCR) [37] was proposed recently; it
is a field-normalized metric that shows the citation impact of an article relative to the
average NIH-funded paper. It is accompanied by a free software for its calculation,
namely iCite, The normalization procedure is done by using each article’s co-citation
network to field- and time-normalize the number of citations it has received; this topi‐
cally linked group of articles is used to derive an expected citation rate, which serves as
the ratio’s denominator. The article citation rate (ACR) is used as the numerator. The
basic idea behind RCR is clever, however the study reported in [9], establishes that the
RCR correlates highly with established field-normalized indicators, but the correlation
between RCR and peer assessments is only low to medium.

The skewness in citation distributions is a universal law, and thus makes metrics
stemming from averages to misrepresent the citation curve. So, journals, such as those
published by the Royal Society and EMBO Press, already publicize citation distribution
[13]. Citation distributions are more relevant than impact factors for high-stakes deci‐
sions, such as hiring and promotion, but they can be useful for researchers who are trying
to decide which among a pile of papers to read. Protocols for the publication of whole
citation distributions appeared recently in literature [41], which can reveal the full extent
of the skew of distributions and variation in citations received by published papers.

3.7 Altmetrics: The Alternative to Citation-Based Metrics

The term altmetrics was proposed in 2010 [49] as an alternative to article level metrics.
Usually, altmetrics are thought of as metrics about articles, but they can be gracefully
applied to persons, publication fora, presentations, videos, source code repositories, Web
pages, etc. A classification of altmetrics was proposed by ImpactStory in September
2012 [38]:
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• Viewed: HTML views and downloads.
• Discussed: journal comments, science blogs, Wikipedia, Twitter, Facebook and other

social media.
• Saved: Mendeley, CiteULike and other bookmarking services.
• Cited: citations in the scholarly literature, tracked by Web of Science, Scopus,

CrossRef and others.
• Recommended: for example used by F1000Prime.

Altmetrics are in principle more difficult to standardize compared to standard impact
measures such as citations. One example is the number of tweets linking to a paper where
the number can vary widely depending on how the tweets are collected. Like other
metrics, altmetrics are prone to manipulation, by self-citation, gaming, and other mech‐
anisms to boost one’s apparent impact. For instance, altmetrics can be gamed in the
following ways: likes and mentions can be bought.

4 The Spectrum of Rankings

Ranking is a popular game in academic environments. One can easily find rankings
about authors, journals, conferences, and universities as well. Here, we comment on
some interesting rankings drawn from several websites. In particular, we will comment
on university rankings in the next section.

DBLP website [19] is maintained by Michael Ley at the University of Trier. As of
May 2016, its dataset contains more than 1.7 million authors and 3.5 million articles.
Based on this dataset, DBLP posts a list of prolific authors in terms of publications of
all sorts, e.g. journal and conference papers, books, chapters in books etc. It is interesting
to note that Vincent Poor, a researcher at Princeton University, is the most productive
person in this ranking with an outcome of 1348 publication (as of 21/10/2016) [20].
Another ranking with the same dataset ranks authors according to the average production
per year. Vincent Poor can be found in the 19th position in this ranking (as of
21/10/2016) [21].

Jens Palsberg of UCLA maintains a website where, by using the DBLP datasets, a
list of authors ordered according to decreasing h-index is produced. First name in this
list is Herbert Simon, a Professor at CMU, Nobel Laureate, Turing Award recipient,
ACM Fellow; his h-index is 164. In this list, Vincent Poor appears with h-index equal
to 70 [36].

MAS provides a variety of rankings using a dataset of 80 million of articles [44].
For example, it provides two ranked lists of authors according to productivity and
according to impact. When the whole dataset is taken into account, then in terms of the
number of publications Scott Shenker is 1st, Ian Foster is 2nd and Hector Garcia-Molina
is 3rd. According to the number of citations Ian Foster is 1st, Ronald Rivest is 2nd and
Scott Shenker is 3rd. Other ranking can be produced by limiting the time window during
the last 5 or 10 years. For instance, Vincent Poor is ranked 2nd in terms of productivity
for the period of the last 10 years.
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Similarly, MAS provides rankings of conferences according to the number of publi‐
cations or citations for certain periods (i.e., 5 years, 10 years, or the whole dataset).
Steadily, INFOCOM, SIGGRAPH, CVPR, ICRA, ICASSP appear at the top.

In an analogous manner, MAS provides rankings for journals. When considering the
whole data set, the top journals are CACM, PAMI and TIT. During the last 5 years, new
fields came up and, thus, new journals gained acceptance: see for example Expert
Systems with Applications and Applied Soft Computing. It is important to notice that
these rankings use raw numbers, i.e. without any normalization. However, they show
trends in science with time.

The above paragraphs show that there are several kinds of ranking, each with a
different emphasis and as such they should be treated with caution. Another example of
misuse of rankings concerns the classification of journals and conferences. CORE is an
Australian website/service, where journals and conferences are divided in 5 categories
as illustrated in the following table [17]. Numbers show the percentages of journals or
conferences at their corresponding category. Similar categorizations exist in other
websites. Even though it is not transparent how the percentages were calculated and the
rankings are based on somewhat arbitrary listings and categorizations, such rankings
have great acceptance and in several instances state funding may be based on them.

A* A B C Other
Journals 7% 17% 27% 46% 3%
Conferences 4% 14% 26% 51% 5%

We give another example where caution is needed. We present two tables. The first
table contains data from Aminer [5], which runs on top of DBLP. This table shows the
top-10 outlets for “database and data mining” sorted by the h5-index, a variation of h-index
for journals. h5 is the largest number h such that h articles published in 2011–2015 have at
least h citations each. In an analogous manner, the following table gives the top-10 outlets
for “Database and Data Mining” sorted by h5 according to Google Scholar for “Database
and Information System”.

1 WWW conference 66
2 Information Sciences 62
3 ACM KDD 56
4 IEEE TKDE 53
5 ACM WSDM conference 50
6 JASIST 47
7 ACM SIGIR 42
8 IEEE ICDE conference 40
9 ACM CIKM conference 38
10 IEEE ICDM conference 33
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1 WWW conference 74
2 VLDB conference 67
3 IEEE TKDE 66
4 arXiv Social & Infor. Networks (cs. SI) 66
5 ACM SIGMOD conference 65
6 arXiv Databases (cs DB) 61
7 ICWSM (weblog) conference 60
8 ICWSM (web) conference 59
9 ACM WSDM conference 58
10 IEEE ICDE conference 52

We note that the two lists have only 5 items in common, and in different order. At
first, one might think that the two lists were not comparable since they were produced
by querying different key-words. However, since the first table contains outlets related
to Information Systems, whereas the second one contains outlets related to Data Mining
the two lists are indeed comparable. This example illustrated that the adoption of a
ranking versus another is a subjective matter.

5 University Rankings

Nowadays education is considered as a product/service and, thus, there is a growing
financial interest in this global market. Universities try to improve their position in the
world arena. Thus, university rankings try to satisfy the need of universities for visibility.
These ranking are a popular topic for journalists and, therefore, for politicians as well.
However, beforehand we claim that there is little scientific merit in these rankings.

Some rankings are widely-known from mass media. We mention alphabetically the
most commercial ones:

• Academic Ranking of World Universities (Shanghai or ARWU),
• QS World University Rankings (QS),
• Times Higher Education World University Rankings (THE).

Other rankings originate from academic research teams, such as:

• Leiden Ranking,
• Wikipedia Ranking of World Universities,
• Professional Ranking of World Universities (École Nationale Supérieure des Mines

de Paris),
• SCImago Institutions Ranking,
• University Ranking by Academic Performance (Middle East Technical University),
• Webometrics (Spanish National Research Council),
• Wuhan University.

A full list of such rankings exists at Wikipedia [63].
University rankings are intensively criticized for a number of reasons. For example:
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• All rankings are based on a number of subjective criteria.
• In all cases, the choice of each particular criterion and its weight are arbitrary.
• To a great extent, these criteria are correlated.
• Evaluation for some criteria is based on surveys, e.g. “academic reputation” or

“employer reputation” by QS, which count for 50% of the total weight. The same
holds for the “reputation survey” by THE, which counts for 17.9% or 19.5% or 25.3%,
if the examined institution is a medical, an engineering or an arts/humanities school,
respectively. Such surveys are totally not-transparent.

• THE devotes a 7.5% of the total weight for the international outlook, subcategorized
into “ratio of international to domestic staff”, “international co-authorship” and “ratio
of international to domestic students”. In the same way, QS considers “international
student ratio” and “international staff ratio” with a special weight of 5% + 5%.
Clearly, such criteria favor Anglo-Saxon universities.

• The number of publications and the number of citations (without normalization) favor
big universities; this is probably a reason for a general trend in merging universities
in Europe.

• No ranking considers whether a university is an old or a new institution, big or small,
a technical university or a liberal arts one, etc. Thus, different entities are compared.

• In general, ranking results are not reproducible, an absolutely necessary condition to
accept an evaluation as methodologically reliable.

• QS adopts the h-index at a higher level, i.e. not at the author’s level but for a group
of academicians. This is beyond the fair use of the original idea by Hirsch since it
does not consider the size of the examined institution, neither has it performed any
normalization.

• The rankings exert influence on researchers to submit papers to “prestigious” journals
(e.g. Nature, Science). Since such journals follow particular policies as to what is in
fashion researchers may not work on what they truly think is worthwhile but
according to external/political criteria acting as sirens [56].

• Finally, and probably the most important point of this criticism is that university
rankings are misleading proportionally to the degree that they are based on (a)
collections of citations from English-language digital libraries, (b) erroneous collec‐
tions of citations, (c) IF calculations, which ignore whole statistical distributions of
a single number, (d) higher level h-index calculations, which are conceptually wrong.
In other words, “garbage in, garbage out”.

All rankings are not equally unacceptable. Several independent studies agree that
ARWU is probably the most reliable in comparison to other commercial rankings [40],
whereas QS is the most criticized ranking. On the other hand, between the rankings
originated from academic institutions, Leiden is considered as the most reliable as it
stems from a strong research team with significant academic reputation and tradition in
the field of Bibliometrics/Scientometrics. On the other hand, the ranking of Webometrics
is criticized for the adoption of non-academic criteria, such as the number of web pages
and files and their visibility and impact according to the number of received inlinks.

Based on the above discussion, one can understand why the question “science or
quackery” arises [52]. In a recent note by Moshe Vardi, Editor-in-Chief of CACM and
professor with Rice University, same skepticism was reported [66]. Moreover, some
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state authorities are critical against these methodologies [46]. However, it is sad that
rankings are “here to stay” because strong financial interests worldwide support such
approaches.

At this point, we mention a very useful website which, based on the DBLP dataset,
ranks American CS departments in terms of the number of faculty and the number of
publications in selected fora, by picking certain CS subfields [16].

6 Science for Sale

There is yet another problem with the sole existence of any research impact/productivity
indicator. Scholars in their struggle to increase their personal ranking according to such
indicators, e.g., to publish articles in journals with high IF, to increase citation numbers,
resort to the worst possible practice, for instance, to buy authorship! It has been reported
in [33] that this highly unethical act is far beyond an isolated event. It is a developing
market involving “shady agencies, corrupt scientists, and compromised editors”, where
the prices vary depending on whether the buyer wishes to be the first/primary author, or
merely a coauthor. Similar unethical acts have been documented in the context of citation
buying [60].

7 Discussion and Morals

The intention of this position paper is the following. Bibliometrics is a scientific field
supported by a strong research community. Although the term is not new, during the
last years there is an intense research in the area due to the web and open/linked data.

The outcome of Bibliometrics is most often misused by mass media and journalists,
state authorities and politicians, and even in the academic world. Criticism has been
expressed for several metrics and rankings, not without a reason.

In 2015, a paper was published in Nature entitled: “The Leiden Manifesto for
research metrics”. More specifically, the paper states 10 principles to guide research
evaluation [31]. We repeat them here in a condensed style:

1. Quantitative evaluation should support qualitative, expert assessment.
2. Measure performance against the research missions of the institution, group or

researcher.
3. Protect excellence in locally relevant research.
4. Keep data collection and analytical processes open, transparent and simple.
5. Allow those evaluated to verify data and analysis.
6. Account for variation by field in publication and citation practices.
7. Base assessment of individual researchers on a qualitative judgment of their port‐

folio.
8. Avoid misplaced concreteness and false precision.
9. Recognize the systemic effects of assessment and indicators.

10. Scrutinize indicators regularly and update them.
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Probably, the last principle is the most important. Since it is easy for humans to cleverly
adapt to external rules and to try to get the most benefit out of them, the Bibliometrics
community has to devise and promote new metrics for adoption by academia and others.

At this point, it is worth mentioning the San Francisco Declaration of Research
Assessment (DORA) [22], which was initiated by the American Society for Cell Biology
(ASCB) together with editors and publishers of scholarly journals. They altogether
recognize the need to improve the ways in which the outputs of research are evaluated.
The group developed a set of recommendations, known as the San Francisco Declaration
on Research Assessment. In summary, they published recommendations for four
“bodies”:

• For funding agencies:
– To clarify the criteria used in evaluating the scientific output of grant applicants

and state firmly that an article’s content is much more important than metrics or
the identity of the journal in which the article was published.

– To account also for the significance and impact of collected datasets and devel‐
oped software, apart from the published articles, and consider a wide range of
impact metrics, including also qualitative indicators such as influence on decision
making and practice.

• For institutions:
– To be explicit about the criteria used to make decisions about hiring, tenure, and

promotion, and state firmly that an article’s content is much more important than
metrics or the identity of the journal in which the article was published.

– For the purposes of research assessment, to account for the significance and impact
of collected datasets and developed software, apart from the published articles,
and consider a wide range of impact metrics, including also qualitative indicators
such as influence decision making and practice.

• For publishers:
– To avoid giving too much emphasis on the IF, or at least to present IF as a member

of a set of journal-related metrics (e.g., EigenFactor, SCImago, h-index, etc.) that
provide a multidimensional perspective on journal performance.

– To make available several measures concerning article impact so as to push toward
assessment based on the content of an article rather than metrics of the journal in
which it was published.

– To enforce at the extent possible responsible authorship practices, and the clear
statement about the specific contributions of each author.

– To remove all reuse limitations on reference lists and make them available under
the Creative Commons Public Domain Dedication.

– To remove the constraints on the number of references in research articles.
• For organizations that supply metrics:

– To be open by providing data and methods used to calculate all measures.
– To provide the data under a license that allows for its unrestricted reuse.
– To be clear that manipulation of metrics is unacceptable, and that any manipula‐

tion of them will have severe consequences.
– To account for the variation in article types.

• For researchers:
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– To make assessments involving funding, hiring, promoting based on true scientific
contributions rather than publication metrics.

– To cite the articles where the research originated instead of reviews articles.
– To use several article measures to evaluate the impact of articles.
– To challenge research assessment practices that relies only on IFs.

Finally, we close this paper with a proposed personal list of do’s and don’ts.

1. Do not evaluate researchers based on the number of publications or the IF of the
journals they appeared.

2. Evaluate researchers with their h-index and variants (resolution according to
competition).

3. To further evaluate researchers, focus on the whole citation curve and its tail in
particular (relevant metrics: perfectionism index and fractal dimension).

4. Do not evaluate journals based on their IF.
5. Evaluate journals with the SCIMAGO and EIGENFACTOR scores as they are

robust and normalized.
6. Further, ignore journal metrics and choose to work on the topics that inspire you.
7. Metrics are not panaceas; metrics should change periodically.
8. Do not get obsessed with contradictory rankings for authors, journals and confer‐

ences.
9. Ignore university rankings; they are non-scientific, non-repeatable, commercial,

and unreliable.
10. Follow your heart and research what attracts and stimulates you.
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